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HEN WELOOKBACK upon the legendary

the guitar-upon John Dowland, upon Robert

de Visée,uponFerdinandSor-how often do
we regret that our intimate knowledge of
these personages of our art may only be acquired by

playing their works, reading of their prowess andnone-to0-accurate
if we are fortunate-by seeing
representation of their features in some old woodcut

or etching?
Certi cate of ENcellence
awarded by

The American Institute of Graphic Arts
to

for publishing an outstanding magazine

perhaps in the twenty- rst century, will wonder in
just the sane way about Segovia, Ponce, Castelnuovo-Tedesco,

Villa-Lobos and the many notable g-

ures of the rst half of the twentieth century.
Guitar lovers of coming generations, of course, will
be immeasurably more fortunate than their predecessors in the accessibility of sound-recordings of the

Awarded at the Magazine Show of the American Institute

of Graphic Arts. Out of 562 entries the Guitar Review was one
OJ those selected for its ercellence. The Editorial Board

fi

w1shes to ertend its congratulations and thanks
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But as we sigh for a better knowledge of the past
we may fail to realize that time is as eeting as ever,
and that very soon a new generation of guitarists,
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of bygone days in the world of the lute and

zine
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